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Abstract

The generation of heat within the rechargeable batteries during the charge-discharge cycles is
inevitable, making the heat dissipation a very critical part of their design and operation procedure,
as a safety and sustainability measure. In particular, when heat gets the least possibility to escape
from the electrode surface, the boundary of the packaging material remains the sole heat dissipator.
In this regard, the heat gets accumulated in the central zone, making it the most critical, since it has
the least possibility to escape to the surroundings. Anticipating such a heat trap, a central heat sink
component is devised, where the role of its conductivity and the relative scale is analyzed based
on the formation of transient and steady state temperature profiles. Additionally, an analytical
solution is attained for the location of the maximum temperature, where its value and correlation
with the electrolyte conductivity, heat generation rate and scale of the cell has been quantified.
Due to the existence of the curved boundaries, it is shown that the time versus space resolution
for capturing the transient evolution of the temperature is more strict than the flat surface and
analytically acquired as ≈ 33% smaller value. Such enhanced design and subsequent analysis is
critical for planning sustainable and cost effective packaging to avoid the ignition and failure of the
respective electrolyte.

Keywords: Heat dissipation, Design, Batteries, Thermal management.

1 Introduction

Everyday technology is tending to moderate itself at exponential rates [1]. While energy-sourcing from
traditional fossil fuels has proven not to be environmentally friendly, the new electric powered age has
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been initiated during the recent decades. Furthermore, with increasing involvement of silicon-based
portables in daily life, the demand for electric power has become very critical. In order to meet this
call, it is imperative to equip the electric power sources with the greatest amount of energy density,
which could get utilized over an extensive period [2, 3]. Rechargeable lithium-based battery is a clean
and dense source of electric energy in this regard, which operates fundamentally via chemical reactions
to generate electric current and can get scaled-up to acceptable sizes and designs for optimal comfort in
electronics and transportation [4, 5].

However, the chemical reaction is exothermic, meaning that energy is released in the process, which
heats up the battery and if not dissipated systematically, it leads to the thermal runaway in the elec-
trolyte, causing safety hazards [6].

The techniques for the thermal management of rechargeable batteries have explored packaging [7],
calorimetry [8, 9], external heating [10], local heating [11], heat flux measurement [12], over-reaction [13],
respective irregularities [14], capacity decay [15], development of a machine learning method to estimate
the state of health [16], discharge methodology [17], overcharge-analysis [18] and designing temperature
resilient electrolytes [19].

Previous research works have analyzed thermal management in packing [20], design and adoption of
heat-dissipating mini-channels [21], heat dissipation design [22], real time temperature monitoring [23]
and heat treatment for the purpose of re-cycling [24].

Several works have investigated the variable heat dissipation rate due to unidirectional flow [25],
non-invasive predicted the internal temperature from boundary conditions [26], and explored the radial
variation in the thermal conductivity [27]. In a larger scale the heat pipes have been extensively utilized
[28] and re-designed [29], where the transient heat-transfer has been predicted for high discharge rates
[22]. Particularly, pulsating heat pipes (PHP), which possess high heat transfer efficiency, are utilized in
electronics cooling and waste heat recovery [30]. Moreover the liquid cooling channels have been micro-
architected in the pouch cell configuration [31] and analyzed versus channel size, inlet temperature, and
inlet flow velocity [32]. As well, the utilization of phase change materials (PCM) has been explored as
an efficient temperature control tool for safe operation in low-temperature range and is optimized versus
the fin number and shape of the module [33].

Thus, new methods of development of batteries have been adapted, in terms of cost-effective geo-
metrical designs, mainly due to the cost-effectiveness of a one-time installment. This has already been
adapted and is trending in the electronic world, specifically in the coin cell, which has the possibility
of scalability, particularly for stationary applications. New designs are proposed to optimize multiple
factors, including component compatibility [34], primarily by requiring a minimal amount of material,
considering the operational limitations. Furthermore, they excel in their reproducibility on large scales,
simple bulk production, described by minimal dimensional conditions, generating its remarkable capa-
bility and simplicity in testing. However, the overheating and ignition at the vicinity of flash point
temperature, remains a vital problem to overcome and optimize.

This paper tackles the most critical heat zone of the electrode-sealed sandwich cell battery, which is
located at the central zone and carries the least heat dissipation. Therefore, a highly heat-conducting
rod is devised, which absorbs the accumulated thermal energy and forks it out from the perpendicular
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Figure 1: The heat generation and respective design for the central dissipation.

direction to the environment. Subsequently, the role of the material type and the relative scale of the
heat sink is explored in the formation of the ultimate temperature profile, where the flash temperature of
the electrolyte could be avoided. Moreover, attaining healthier heat management for the battery, opens
the possibility of the use of low heat-diffusivity sustainable packaging materials, which are typically
more recyclable and economical [35, 36].

2 Methodology

Figure 1a illustrates the ionic reaction and transport within the electrolyte. Although the oxidation and
the reduction reactions are endothermic and exothermic with the same rate, neutralizing each other, the
generated energy rate q̇GEN (i.e. heating up) is caused by the transport of the ions within the electrolytic
medium. For the circular electrode if T (r, t) represents the temperature at the radial distance r and
the time t, therefore the temperature evolution is governed as [37]:

∂T

∂t
= α

(
∂2T

∂r2 + 1
r

∂T

∂r

)
+ q̇GEN

ρc
(1)

where r is the radial distance, that is confined between the inner and outer radii (RI ≤ r ≤ RO) , α,
ρ and c are the heat diffusivity, mass density and the specific heat capacity of the electrolyte. The rate
of heat generation per unit volume q̇GEN is in fact the work of the drag force Fd = 6πµav on the charge
carriers with the radius a as [38]:

q̇GEN = Fdl

Alt
N = 6Nπµa

Al
v2 (2)

where l,t and v are the distance, the time and the velocity of ionic transfer in the inter-electrode
space respectively, N is Avogadro’s number and µ is the viscosity of the electrolyte. Having the current
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relationship as Q = iAt the Equation 2 is re-written as:

q̇GEN = 6πAµaNl

(
i

Q

)2

(3)

where i is the current density, A is the electrode area and Q is the amount of the transferred charge.
The generated heat is typically transported to the boundaries and gets dissipated there. While such
dissipation is more feasible for the boundary regions, mainly due to accessibility, it is the most difficult
for the center to dissipate heat and as a result there is more heat accumulation in those regions. We could
overcome with the temperature accumulation in the center by anticipating a heat-dissipating element as
is illustrated in the Figure 1b. Such element could be a thin rod of certain conductivity, which is aligned
in the perpendicular (in/out of plane) direction to the electrodes, providing the access to environment
of the ambient temperature. Therefore, it could fork out the trapped heat locally from the central zone.
While the respective thermal conductivity of the rod could vary, the metal choice would require the
insulation from the electrode and current collectors in their connections by means of plastic sleeves. As
well, the scale of the rod element could in fact be very small, compared to the rest of the battery, since
the central region has relatively smaller area and generated heat.

Assuming the radii of the central element and the domain are RI and RO respectively, the boundary
conditions will be the heat transfer rate in the inner and outer surfaces correlates with the respective
temperature gradients (i.e. ∂T

∂r
) as well as the type of the medium (i.e. κ) for the heat transfer, as [39]:

q̇I = −κI
∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
RI

, q̇O = −κO
∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
RO

(4)

where q̇I , κI and q̇O, κO represent the heat dissipation rate and the thermal conductivity from the
inner and outer surfaces respectively. The relationship 1 with the boundary conditions given in the
equation 4 does not have a stable solution, since there is need for a constant value boundary condition.
Therefore, solutions for the extreme cases of heat conductivity are assessed and divided into the inner-
metallic (κI ≫ κO) and outer-metallic (κO ≫ κI) cases. The generated internal heat needs to pass
through the electrolyte and the boundary material in series to dissipate to the environment. In this
regard, a metallic boundary typically has orders of magnitude higher thermal conductivity than the
electrolyte (i.e. κI,O ≫ κE), which means that upon the generation of internal heat and initiation of the
heat transfer, it passes the thermal energy through itself at a significantly faster rate than the electrolyte
per se, leaving no internal energy inside. Technically this could be phrased as the material with extreme
conductivity has thermally short-circuited with the environment, causing the metal to remain nearly at
the same temperature as the ambient value. Hence the boundary condition could be expressed as:

TI ≈ T∞ Inner-metallic

TO ≈ T∞ Outer-metallic
(5)

and these boundary conditions should be applied to the respective location of RI and RO as shown
in the Figure 1b (bottom right).
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Table 1: Physical / Computational Parameters.

Parameter Value Unit Ref. Parameter Value Unit Ref.
µEC 2.64 mpa.s [40] RI 1, 2, 5, 10 mm Assumed

a 0.9 Å [41, 42] RO 20 mm Assumed
i 1 mA.cm−2 [43] T0 298 K Standard
c 1750 J.kg.K−1 [44] Tg,EC 145 ◦C [45]1
l 0.32 cm [46, 47] δr 150 µm Assumed

κEC 0.21 Wm−1K−1 [48] δt 6.2 ms Equation 11
ρEC 1320 kg.m−3 [49]

2.1 Ordinary Temperature Profile

From the temperature evolution relationship, given in the Equation 1, one can obtain the steady state
profile by setting ∂T

∂t
≈ 0. In that case:

d

dr

(
r

dT

dr

)
+ q̇GEN

κE

r = 0 (6)

where κE = αρc is the thermal conductivity of the electrolyte. For the ordinary disk of radius R,
the respective boundary conditions would be the ambient temperature in the outer boundary and the
no variation of the temperature in the center due to symmetry, hence:

TO = T∞ , ∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0 (7)

Integrating the equation 6 twice one gets:

T = − q̇GEN

4κE

r2 + C1 ln (r) + C2 (8)

and applying the boundary conditions from the Equation 7 yields:

T (r) = q̇GEN

4κE

(
R2 − r2

)
+ T∞ (9)

which shows a parabolic temperature distribution, with the maximum value in the center (r = 0)
obtained as:

Tmax = q̇GEN

4κE

R2 + T∞

2.2 Inner/Outer Metallic Boundary

The inclusion of the heat sink in the center could drastically reduce temperature values including the
maximum temperature. In fact, if the temperature in the inner RI and outer RO boundaries is TI and
TO respectively, the relationship 6 will have the following boundary conditions:

1https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/7303#section=Flash-Point
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Figure 2: The temperature profile versus time t, inner radius RI and the electrolyte diffusivity α.

TI = T∞ , TO = T∞ (10)

2.2.1 Transient Behavior

If T j
i represents the temperature in the radial distance ri and the time tj, therefore the discretization

of the relationship 1 is obtained as follows:

T j+1
i − T j

i

δt
= α

(
T j

i+1 − 2T j
i + T j

i−1
δr2 + 1

ri

T j
i+1 − T j

i

δr

)
+ q̇GEN

ρc

re-arranging gives:

T j+1
i =

(
1 − 2αδt

δr2 − αδt

riδr

)
T j

i +
(

αδt

δr2 + αδt

riδr

)
T j

i+1 +
(

αδt

δr2

)
T j

i−1 + q̇GEN

ρc
δt

where, in order to have a stable solution, the resolution of the time intervals δt should be fine enough
to capture the variation in the space, leading to a stable solution; hence, all the coefficients must be
non-negative:

1 − 2αδt

δr2 − αδt

riδr
> 0

δt <
1

2α

δr2 + α

riδr

In order to satisfy the above relationship since δr ≪ ri:
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Figure 3: The steady-state temperature profile formed for all the ranges of inner κI and outer κO

conductivities.

1
3α

δr2

<
1

2α

δr2 + α

riδr

Therefore, the sufficient simplified resolution criterion would be:

δt ≤ δr2

3α
(11)

The physical variables for calculating the temperature profiles are given in the Table 1. Additionally
the heat diffusivity α, required for the stability criterion in the Equation 11, is calculated as [50]:

α = κ

ρc
= 0.21

1320 × 1750 = 9.1 × 10−8m2.s−1

Subsequently the transient temperature profile is computed using the stability criterion (Equation
11) which is illustrated in the Figure 2a for different times. Consequently, the temperature profile is
investigated versus the scale of the inner sink in the Figure 2b. While the established temperature
profiles are merely based on the realistic values from the battery components, they explore the role of
their variation on the stablished temperature. As an example, Figure 2a shows the direction correlation
of the temperature with the charging time in transient state (t ↑∼ T ↑) and the Figure 2b illustrates
the inverse correlation of the temperature with the scale of the central heat dissipator (RI ↑∼ T ↓).

2.2.2 Steady-state profile

For finding the steady-state temperature profile, double-integrating the equation 6 and imposing the
boundary conditions rom Equation 10, leads to:
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T∞ = − q̇GEN

4κE

R2
I + C1 ln (RI) + C2

T∞ = − q̇GEN

4κE

R2
O + C1 ln (RO) + C2

(12)

Replacing into the constant boundary conditions in equations 10 simplifies to:

∆T (r) = q̇GEN

4κE


(
R2

O − R2
I

)
ln
(

RO

RI

) ln
(

r

RI

)
−
(
r2 − R2

I

) (13)

where ∆T (r) is the rise in temperature with respect to ambient value (∆T = T − T∞).

2.3 Insulating Outer Medium

The insulating outer medium does not transfer the heat (κO → 0), in this case the boundary condition
changes to:

TI = T∞ , ∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
RO

= 0 (14)

Double-integrating the equation 6 and applying the above boundary conditions leads to:

∆T (r) = q̇GEN

4κE

(
R2

O ln
(

r

RI

)2
−
(
r2 − R2

I

))
(15)

2.4 Insulating Inner Medium

Regarding the insulating inner medium (κI → 0), hence:

∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
RI

= 0 , TO = T∞ (16)

similarly double-integrating the equation 6 gives:

∆T (r) = q̇GEN

4κE

(
R2

O − r2 + R2
I ln

(
r

RO

)2
)

(17)

The temperature profiles showing the extreme variations of the inner and outer media conductivity
are provided in the Figures 3a and 3b respectively.

3 Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed using the manually-fabricated electrode-sealed sandwich cells (Figure
4), where the temperature measurements were taken in 3 distinct locations of center (TI), mid-radius
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Figure 4: The experimental setup for the temperature measurements from the different zones of the cell.
Top left: the placements of the thermocouple wires; Bottom left: zoom into the sandwich battery cell;
Bottom right: exploded view of the cell components. [51].

(TM) and outside (TO) using thermocouples as illustrated in in the Figure 4 (top and bottom left).
The sandwich cells consist of two circular electrodes, fabricated from lithium foil Li◦ as the anode and
the lithium cobalt oxide LiCoO2 as the cathode, which are separated by an electrolytic solution. The
preparation was carried out as follows:

The lithium foil (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9%, 0.38mm thickness), was purchased and transferred to the
argon-filled glovebox with controlled moisture and oxygen (H2O, O2 < 1ppm), manufactured by the
Changshu Tongrun Electronic Co.Ltd. Subsequently, several electrodes with the diameter of the sand-

wich cell (d = 9
16

”
) were taken out via punching (purchased from McMaster-Carr) and were rinsed

with the Dimethoxyethane (DME), which is the cleaning solvent. Moreover, the lithium cobalt oxide
(Aldrich, 99.8% trace metals basis) was purchased and similarly prepared for utilization as the counter
electrode. The screws, screw-insulators and nuts (shown in the Figure 4, bottom right), were purchased
from McMaster-carr. The current-collectors were precision-machined from an Aluminum plate (pur-
chased from McMaster-carr) to the matching dimensions with the screws and their insulators. As well,
the separator housing was first purchased as a plate from McMaster-carr. Afterwards the laser-cut was
used to extract circular rings from it. Finally, the machine mill was utilized to generate circular housing
with an intermediate diameter, which matches with the diameters of the punched electrodes.

All the sandwich cell components were initially pre-assembled by placing on top of each other on the
table and were fastened via the three screws on the periphery (Figure 4) [47]. The screws were protected
by the plastic screw insulators as sleeves to avoid the electrical short circuit between the opposite current
collectors. Furthermore, 3 thermocouple wires were inserted in during the pre-assembled status and were
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Figure 5: The steady-state temperature profiles, compared with the experimental values.

connected to the center, mid-radius and outside locations to track the local temperature values (Figure
4, top left and bottom left). Meanwhile, the wave discs were used in-between electrodes and their
external packaging to create an insulating space, which gets filled with the gas from the glovebox (i.e.
Argon) during the assembly. Such insulation ensures that the heat dissipation from electrode-side is
negligible, albeit collecting the current by maintaining point connections between the electrodes and
current collectors. The thermal insulation from the electrode-side is in fact the extreme case scenario for
trapping the heat in batteries, where the dissipation from the boundary becomes the most emphasized.

The electrolyte solution was synthesized by mixing lithium hexafluorophosphate LiPF6 (Aldrich,
battery grade, ≥ 99.99%, trace metals basis) inside the ethylene carbonate EC (Aldrich, Anhydrous,
99%). Consequently, the electrolyte was injected via a syringe in the middle, which was closed and
fastened by a wrapped teflon after.

Multiple cells were fabricated, were taken out of the glovebox and were cycled galvanostatically in the
multi-channel Neware potentiostat (5mA−10V ) with the multitudes of current densities {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}
mA.cm−2 for 20 cycles. Throughout each experiment, the temperature value started to increase until
reaching a steady-state temperature after passing though a transient state. Afterwards, the maximum
temperature values were recorded, and their average and standard deviation were calculated, where for
each point 3 separate experiments were carried out. Figure 5 visualizes and compares the obtained
experimental values, versus the analytical temperature profile with similar parameters attained from
Equation 6. The respective close correlations shows the consistency with our earlier formulation, where
the central zone is the most critical.
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4 Results & Discussions

The evolution of the temperature described in the Equation 1 is in fact the result of the competition of
the generation (i.e. build-up) and the dissipation (i.e. loss) of the heat throughout the time, shown as
below: (

∂T

∂t

)
T OT

=
(

∂T

∂t

)
GEN

+
(

∂T

∂t

)
DIS

In fact, having the wholistic domain, one could break it down as the following:


(
∂T

∂t

)
GEN

= q̇GEN

ρc(
∂T

∂t

)
DIS

= α

(
∂2T

∂r2 + 1
r

∂T

∂r

)

In fact the rate of heat generation remains constant by the current density, while the dissipation rate
grows by the magnitude of the temperature and its gradient in the boundary with the ambient value,
until both terms equalize finally in the steady state regime, as shown in the Figure 2a. More specifically,
the slope and curvature of the temperature profile determines the dissipation rate, which is the highest
in the steady-state regime. Such variations are visualized in the Figure 6 for an intermediate time
(dashed) as well as steady-state condition (solid). While the generation term (GEN) favors the build-
up of the temperature, the gradient of temperature between the inside and outside tends to increase
the dissipation term (DIS) over time, mostly in the outer boundary, leading to the formation of the
steady-state total temperature profile (TOT ).

Additionally, the stability criterion given in the Equation 11 shows a finer segmentation of time
versus space relative to the flat geometry with the typical resolution of δt ≤ δr2

2α
[37]. This is due to

higher sensitivity of variation in polar coordinates than the planar, since moving closer to the center
squeezes the space to smaller segmentations with higher time precision.

The analytical relationship in the Equation 13 provides the possibility of locating the zone of maxi-

mum achievable temperature by setting ∂T

∂r

∣∣∣∣∣∣
rmax

= 0 where:

dT

dr
= −2r +

(
R2

O − R2
I

)
ln
(

RO

RI

) 1
r

= 0

and the location of maximum temperature rmax is obtained as:

rmax =

√√√√√√ R2
O − R2

I

2 ln
(

RO

RI

) (18)

The maximum temperature rise ∆Tmax is respectively attained as:
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∆Tmax= q̇GEN

4κE

R2
I + R2

O − R2
I

2 ln
(

RO

RI

) ln

 R2
O − R2

I

R2
I ln

(
RO

RI

)2e


 (19)

Herein we explore if the maximum temperature rmax falls within the inner half of the battery, which
compared to the average radius rave and defining R̂:= RO

RI

yields:
√√√√√ R̂2 − 1

2 ln
(
R̂
) <

1
2
(
R̂ + 1

)
(20)

simplifying leads to quadratic form as below:

(
1 − ln R̂

2

)
R̂2 −

(
ln R̂

)
.R̂ − 1 − ln R̂

2 < 0 (21)

herein, the 2 possibilities arise, based on the sign of the first coefficient:

I. 1 − ln R̂

2 ≤ 0: since R̂ > 0 , all the terms remain negative and the inequality is always true.
Therefore:

R̂ ≥ e2 (22)

II. For the case of 1 − ln R̂

2 > 0 , the roots are found as:
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∆ =
(
ln R̂

)2
+ 4

1 −
(

ln R̂

2

)2 = 4

R̂ = ln R̂ ± 2
2 − ln R̂

=


2 + ln R̂

2 − ln R̂
Larger

−1 Smaller

Since the quadratic equation is curving-up, the only case for negativity should fall between the roots:

−1 < R̂ ≤ 2 + ln R̂

2 − ln R̂

The left side of inequality is obvious, since R̂ > 1. Since in this case 1 < R̂ < e2, therefore

1 <
2 + ln R̂

2 − ln R̂
< ∞. Therefore the RHS of the above inequality can get indefinitely larger and the

inequality is already satisfied. Hence:

1 < R̂ < e2 (23)

From the Equations 22 and 23, since R̂ covers all the possible ranges, we have:

1 < R̂ < ∞ ✓

and the equation 20 is always true for any given range of R̂.
Thus, the maximum temperature always falls inside the inner half of the cell (rmax < rave). It

is obvious from this Figure that the maximum location moves relatively further inside with respect
to the scale (r̂Max/r̂Ave reduces with the cell size). Moreover, while the maximum temperature Tmax

in the Equation 19 shows a non-linear relationship with the geometry (RO, RI and m), it is linearly
proportional to the rate of heat generation q̇GEN and correlates inversely with the heat conductivity of
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the electrolyte κE as:

q̇GEN ↑∼ Tmax ↑ , κE ↑∼ Tmax ↓

Therefore, higher electrolyte heat conductivity κE (as well as higher heat diffusivity α, specific heat
capacity c and density ρ, since κ = αρc) leads to higher heat dissipation, forming a more alleviated
temperature profile. On the other hand, it is physically obvious that the larger radius of the heat sink
RI provides higher dissipation and the maximum temperature gets reduced, as shown in the Figure 2b.

The percent error Err for the temperature correlation between the theoretical profile TT HE and
experimental measurements TEXP , which is visualized in the Figure 5, can be calculated as:

Err = 1
3
∑

i

|TT HE,i − TEXP,i|
TT HE,i

and is obtained as {8.3%, 4.9%, 4.3%} for the current densities of {2.5, 5.0, 7.5} A.m−2 respectively
which is in the acceptable range. The possible error source for the higher theoretical number would
be not considering the dissipation from the electrode side, or not considering the convection as another
method of heat transfer. As well, the underlying reason for the lower theoretical temperature could be
the limited experimental thermal conductivity in the boundary, which causes more temperature build-up
with respect to the modeling.

Finally, it is obvious the maximum temperature Tmax is highest when the boundaries become insu-
lating (Figures 3a and 3b). Such difference particularly is the highest for the outer-insulating medium
and the underlying reason would be the higher surface area for heat dissipation than the inner boundary
(RO > RI).

Needless to mention that if the assembled battery was not sealed, the heat dissipation would addi-
tionally occur from the electrodes surface as well, where two additional boundary conditions occur as
follows:

q̇Bot = −κBot
∂T

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣
y=0

, q̇T op = −κT op
∂T

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣
y=l

(24)

where y is the variable for the vertical distance and q̇Bot, q̇T op and κBot, κT op are the rate of heat
dissipation and heat conductivities of the top and bottom boundaries respectively.

5 Conclusions

In this paper a new design was proposed for the effective heat dissipation from the most critical zone (i.e.
center) of the electrode-sealed batteries and was analyzed versus the physical (i.e. thermal conductivity)
and geometrical (i.e. scale) properties. After the initial calculation of the transient evolution of the
temperature distribution, the steady state profile was analytically obtained. In the next step, the
original experiments were performed on the manually-fabricated sealed sandwich batteries which formed
substantially high temperature in the central zone. Subsequently, a central metallic heat sink was
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implemented, which forks out the heat from in/out plane directions, and the respective location and the
drop of the (maximum) temperature was quantified. It was analytically proven that for any scale of the
heat-dissipating element the maximum temperature falls closer to the center than the periphery of the
cell, which relatively moves further inside with the scale. Furthermore, it is illustrated that due to the
curved boundaries a lower resolution of time-to-space (≈ 33%) is required relative to the flat surfaces for
capturing the transient temperature evolution. Finally, it was deciphered that the temperature build-up
is in terms of the competitive elements of heat generation from the current density and dissipation due
to temperature gradient from the boundaries. The obtained extremums and the respective analysis can
be used for effective design of performance measures for the temperature control during the charging
period of the batteries, particularly for those involved in packed clusters or fabricated with recyclable
packaging, where the heat has the least possibility to escape.
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Q: amount of charge (C)
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Tg : flash point (K)
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